RT-12

Electric insecticide
Thank you for your trust in our products.
Olympia Electronics - European manufacturer.

Description
The device was created to exterminate all disturbing insects. The special fluorecent tubes (Black light) attracts insects
from long distances. For this reason it could be used in every place that many insects exist. RT-12 exterminates the
insects by high voltage. Without using any chemical material it offers a complete protection against many insects like
mosquitos, flies, tiny gents e.t.c. There is a special drawer at the bottom of the device where all dead insects are collected.
The special draw is removed easily in order to empty the drawer.

Installation - Connection
The package includes all the required materials for mounting on the wall or on the ceiling. The two figures show us
two mounting ways. Also we can hang them with a chain.
Just plug the apparatus to the mains, turn the switch to the ON position and it is ready to operate. The mains power
supply plug should be readly accesible.

Wall mounted using the special
mounting accessories.

Ceiling mounted using the special
mounting accessories

Lamp or starter replacement
In case which required replacement lamp or starter we must follow the below process:
1. Remove the plug from the mains power supply
2. Remove the suitable external grid, unfastening the screws.
3. Replace the lamp or the starter which is not operating .
4. Place the external grid on its possition and fasten the screw.
5. Place again the plug in the mains power supply.
The lamps which are used are : F15W/350 BL-T8 from SYLVANIA.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
RT-12
Mains Voltage
Max. Consumption
Operation temperature range
Humidity
Construcion material
Dimensions
Weight

220-240V AC/50-60Hz
100VA
0 to 60 o C
Up to 95% relative humidity
Bayblend FR3010, transparent P.C
480 x 140 x 400 mm

IP 20

Produced in accordance with

ΕΝ 60335-1, ΕΝ 60335-2-59
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- The device must be kept away from children.
- The device should not be used in areas with combustible
gases or explosive dust.
- The device is not suitable for barn, stable and alike places.
- If the devices cable is worn or damaged it must be
replaced from OLYMPIA ELECTRONICS SERVICE department.

5200 gr

Degrees of cover protection

Guarantee

Warning!!!
- The device is suitable for internal installation.

2 years (1 year for the lamp)

925012000_09_012

WARRANTY
Olympia Electronics guarantees the quality, condition and operation of the goods. The period of warranty is specified in the official
catalogue of Olympia Electronics and also in the technical leaflet, which accompanies each product. This warranty ceases to exist if
the buyer does not follow the technical instructions included in official documents given by Olympia Electronics or if the buyer
modifies the goods provided or has any repairs or re-setting done by a third party, unless Olympia Electronics has fully agreed to
them in writing. Products that have been damaged can be returned to the premises of our company for repair or replacement, as
long as the warranty period is valid.
Olympia Electronics reserves the right to repair or to replace the returned goods and to or not charge the buyer depending on the
reason of defection. Olympia Electronics reserves the right to charge or not the buyer the transportation cost.
HEAD OFFICE
72nd km. O.N.R. Thessaloniki-Katerini
P.C. 60300 P.O. Box 06 Eginio Pierias Greece
www.olympia-electronics.gr
info@olympia-electronics.gr
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